The open sets in a topological space are those sets A for which A°=>A. Sets for which A 0~°^A -"α-sets"-or A°~^A -"β-sets"-may naturally be considered as more or less "nearly open". In this paper the structure of these sets and classes of sets are investigated, and some applications are given.
Since the paper was submitted, it has come to our attention that Freud, in [5] , has investigated problems which have a certain connection with parts of those here treated. 1* Let ^Γ be a topology (identified with its class of open sets) on a set E, and let ° and ~ denote interior and closure with respect to ^\ We shall call a set A with the property A°~°ZDA an a-set (with respect to j^"), and we shall denote the class of all such setŝ~« . A set B with the property B°~ z> B (or equivalents B°~ = B~) shall be called a β-set (with respect to ^"), and the class of all such sets denoted J7~β. A class consisting of exactly all the assets (resp. β-sets) of some topology shall be called an a-structure (resp. β-structure). Evidently κ 3 Γ a^r~(*c:^~β. We notice that every nonempty β-set has a nonempty interior. If all sets of the family {Bi} i€I are jS-sets, then C Uier ^C (\J iel £?)" C (U* *ei that is: A /9-structure is closed with respect to arbitrary unions.
We shall now characterize ^~* in terms of 
But

A n (M us) = {^},
hence {x} is open. As xe Λ°", this implies a; e A°~°, contrary to assumption. Thus x e A implies x e A 0 " 0 , and A e ^~". This completes the proof.
-Thus we have found that J^" is completely determined by ^β, i.e.: all topologies with the same /3-structue also determine the same α-structure, explicitly given by Prop. 1. We shall see that conversely all topologies with the same α-structure determine the same /3-structure, so that ^7~β is completely determined by PROPOSITION 2. Every α-structure is a topology.
Proof. J7~β contains the empty set and is closed with respect to arbitrary unions. A standard result gives that the class of those sets A for which A Π Be^~β for all Bey β constitutes a topology, hence the proposition.
-Henceforth we shall also use the term a-topology for ^-structure. Two topologies determining the same <x-structure shall be called (^-equivalent, and the equivalence classes shall be called a-classes.
We may now characterize ^β in terms of jf* in the following way: PROPOSITION 3. Let ^" be a topology on E. Then and hence ^-equivalent topologies determine the same /3-structure. 2* We proceed to give some results on the structure of α-topologies. PROPOSITION 4. The α-sets with respect to a given topology are exactly those sets which may be written as a difference between an open set and a nowhere dense set.
Proof. If Aey* we have
where A°~° -A clearly is nowhere dense. Conversely, if A -B -N, B G ^7 N nowhere dense, we easily see that A°~ z> B and consequently So the proof is complete.
COROLLARY. A topology is an a-topology if and only if all nowhere dense sets are closed.
For an α-topology may clearly be characterized as a topology where the difference between an open set and a nowhere dense set is again an open set, and this evidently is equivalent to the condition stated. PROPOSITION 5. Topologies which are α-equivalent determine the same class of nowhere dense sets.
Proof. Let N be a nowhere dense set with respect to J7~*. For every nonempty A e J?~ there is a nonempty Be ^~a such that Be A and B Π N = φ. As B° Φ Φ, it follows that N is not dense in A with respect to S"> and consequently that N is nowhere dense with respect to jT".
Conversely, let N be nowhere dense with respect to j?~. Nc ontains no nonempty set from J7~. As cl. NaN~ (cl. denotes closure with respect to ^~Ω J ), cl. N contains no nonempty set from j7~*. So N is nowhere dense with respect to ^" α> , which completes the proof. The converse of Prop. 5 is naturally not true, since both the coarsest and the finest topology on a set are α-topologies, and neither of them possesses any nonempty nowhere dense sets.
We observe that every /3-set-and a fortiori every α-set-is the union of an open set and a nowhere dense set. This together with the corollary to Prop. 
It follows that
So A e J7~, and the proposition follows.
We recall that a topology is called extremally disconnected if the closure of every open set is open. 
A topology J7~ is extremally disconnected if and only if ^~β is a topology.
Proof evident.
We next give a result on the continuous mappings of the topological space (E, ^) into a topological space (F, PROPOSITION 8. All topologies of a given α-class on E determine the same class of continuous mappings into an arbitrary regular topological space (F,
Proof. Let Jf be a topology on E and assume / continuous from (E,^~") into the regular space (F, <%/). Let xeE, and let U be a closed neighbourhood of f(x). There is a Fey* such that xeV and f(V) c U. We may write V -A -N, where A e J7~', N is nowhere dense (Prop. 4), NaA. Let yeN, and suppose f(y)& U. Then there exists a We^« such that ye We: A and /(W) c C U. But as N is nowhere dense we have W<£N. That is: W Π V Φ Φ, contrary to assumption. Thus f(A) c U, hence / is continuous with respect to and <%s and the proof is complete.
In this connection we mention that a mapping of the space (E, into the space (F, <%?) is called quasicontiniious if for every xeE r every neighbourhood V of x and U of f(x) there exists a nonempty We^~ such that WaV and f{W)<zU (cf. [6, p. 184 
]). It is easily seen that this is equivalent to the condition: For every
Hence we immediately get PROPOSITION 9. All topologies of a given α-class on E determine the same class of quasicontinuous mappings into an arbitrary topological space (F, 3* We shall now deduce some properties of the order structure of the ^-classes. We first recall that every class contains a finest element, namely its associated α-topology. Next we prove the following PROPOSITION 10. Every α-class is convex in the set of topologies on E ordered by inclusion. That is: ^ c ^ c y» implies Proof. We assume ^~ c ^ c y*, and denote interior and closure in J7~ (resp. ^) by °, ~ (resp. int., cl. Applying this result to the inclusion %/ c ^Γ* c ^/ we get So the equality t^" Λ = <%/* is proved.
We shall now investigate in some detail the problem of a coarsest topology in the α-class, and in this connection give conditions for an α-topology to be the only topology of its class. To this end we make the following definition: We shall say that the topology J7~ is quasiregular at a point x if the point has a fundamental system of minimally bounded open neighbourhoods, and call the topology quasi-regular if it is quasi-regular at all points. It is easily seen that an equivalent condition for quasi-regularity at the point x is that it has a fundamental system of interiors of closed neighbourhoods. Clearly every topology satisfying the separation axiom 0 in of [3, p. 54 ] is quasi-regular, in particular every regular topology. With this terminology we may characterize those topologies which are the coarsest members of their classes in the following way: PROPOSITION 11. A topology ^ is the coarsest topology of its α-class if and only if it is quasi-regular at all points which are closed with respect to ^"*.
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Proof. All topologies <%s for which ^/ a = ^~a determine the same class of minimally bounded open sets, and therefore the neighbourhood filter with respect to ^ is coarser than that with respect to ^/ at points where ^~ is quasi-regular. Now assume that ^~ is quasiregular at all points which are closed with respect to ^7" Ω5 , and let x be a point where J7~ is not quasi-regular. Then {x} is not nowhere dense, i.e. int. cl. {x} Φ Φ (int. and cl. denote interior and closure with respect to ^~Λ). Every nonempty α-set contained in int. cl. {x} clearly contains x. Now every such set contains a nonempty set from ^, which of course also contains x. It follows that the neighbourhood filter with respect to ^ constitutes a fundamental system of neighbourhoods with respect to ^Γ cc> . This means that all topologies of the α-class possess the same neighbourhood filter at x. Thus the sufficiency of the condition is demonstrated. Now let {x} be closed with respect to J^Γ*, and suppose that J7( and hence ^~α) is not quasi-regular at x. Let ^~(x) denote the filter generated by all minimally bounded open neighbourhoods of x, and "(y) the neighbourhood filter of y with respect to jT'" for y φ x. It is easily verified that 3^(z) satisfies the requirements V τ -V IV of [3, p. 11-12] for all zeE.
Thus the filters 2^(s) determine a topologŷ / on E, which is not finer than ^", since the neighbourhood filter of x with respect to ^/ is strictly coarser than that with respect tô~.
Obviously ^c^*. Let ~ and ° denote closure and interior with respect to ^. Closures with respect to ^^ and with respect to ^ of sets containing x clearly are equal. Now assume A e ^Γ a .
Our object is to prove A e <%s*. Suppose this is false; then A £ ^, so A is an open neighbourhood of x with respect to S~*. Clearly A 0 -A -{x}. Now from x e A 0 " would follow
Since int. cl. A is minimally bounded it belongs to %S, and we would have But AΠB = {x} 9 and {x} is closed with respect to ^~a. This would mean that ^~" is quasi-regular at x, contrary to assumption. So we may conclude that A e <%". Thus we have shown that ^"a^S*.
From ^cJ'cF we conclude <%/<* = j^r** = j?"* (Prop. 10). Thus if ^ is not quasi-regular at all points which are closed with respect to Jf*, it is not the coarsest topology of its α:-class. This completes the proof. COROLLARY 
Obvious.
We see that from every topology which is itself not an α-topology is deduced an α-topology which in a certain sense is rather pathological. This may be of some interest, since J7~* also inherits some "nice" properties from ^.
Thus consider the most usual Baire-spaces: those which are locally compact or deduced from a complete metric structure. Many of these are not ^-topologies; in these cases the construction of the associated ^-topology gives Baire-spaces which are not even uniformizable (cor. 2 to Prop. 5). And to every perfectly normal topology is associated an (a-) topology which may be far from being perfectly normal, but which nevertheless has the property that every open set is an ^v-set (Cor. 1 to Prop. 5). According to Prop. 8 these two topologies determine the same real valued continuous functions, only the open sets of the first occurring as inverse images of open sets in R.
An α-class does not always possess a coarsest topology, as is shown by the following EXAMPLE. Let E be an infinite set, and let ^ consist of the empty set and all complements of finite sets. This topology clearly is an α-topology (and even a /5-structure), not quasi-regular at any point. Here it is easily seen that the only topology which is coarser than all topologies of the α-class determined by ^Γ is the coarsest topology on E. This topology itself does not belong to the class. PROPOSITION 12. An α:-topology jf is the only topology of its α-class if and only if it is quasi-regular at all closed points.
Proof evident.
As examples of α-topologies which are the only topologies of their α-classes we may mention the discrete topology and the coarsest 970 OLAV NJASTAD topology on E (both of which are quasi-regular). We have seen that the α-topology deduced from the ordinary topology & on R is distinct from &, so this topology is not quasi-regular.
